We consider large classes of continuous time optimal stopping problems for which we establish the existence and form of the optimal stopping times. These optimal times are then used to find approximate optimal solutions for a class of discrete time problems .
In Section (II) we treat the subclass of (A) where c(t) =-At, A> O. We show by elementary arguments that for a class of processes X which includes, in particular, martingales and processes with stationary independent increments, there exists a positive X o such that Too is the hitting time of [x o ' 00) for the process X, i. e. In Section (III) we consider the relationships between weak convergence and optimal stopping. We have a sequence of proceSSes, X , nconverging weakly a process X . 00 We define
F (t,x)
n Suppose we can find = sup If(T,Xn(t))dP(t,X),
T~t
Too' the optimal stopping time for the case n =00 above. Can we use Too as an approximation to T , n the optimal stopping time in those cases above where n is large? An affirmative answer is given in Theorems (3.2) and (3. ..
We remark that (1,1), (1.2) and the version of (1.3) restricted tõ +~on {Too < oo} defines a standard process; see Dynkin [ ].
n 00 Let Z = {(t,X t ), t~O} be the space-time version of X and let f be non-negative and continuous on [0,(0) xR. We will call f a return funation. We assume f satisfies
where, of course, the integral is taken as the canonical version of the conditional expectation, i.e.,
Remarks
We assume throughout this section that a.e., i.e., f is continuous at infinity. Our concern in later applications will be with determining F, Too for processes of Class (1) or Class (2) subject to a damping factor, i.e., we consider (1. 10) where C decreases in t. In order to use our soon to be developed theory on such problems, where, as explained in the last remark, we'll We state a result -see Mucci, rename our process as X = {C(t)X t , t~o} we must determine that (1.3), (1.4) hold. 
The lower semi-continuity of fOC) makes rOC) a closed set, and the hitting time, TOC), is well-defined, since foo(oo,X oo ) = f(oo,X oo ), for we have (1. 15) and fooCoo,X oo ) = lim fooCs,X s )
a.e.
Pet ){f (oo,X ) = f(oo,X )} = 1 ,x 00 00 00
A proof of (1. Letting E~0 and using the quasi-left continuity of X, and continuity and boundedness of f, we have I f(Na,X N )dP(t,x)~fa(t,x) . a Now, (1.4) allows us to use Lebesgue dominated convergence J f(Too,~oo)dP(t.X) = f ;;:
Since f~f and f is excessive, the result follows.
x) .
A Generalization
Consider the following situations:
Q.E.D.
(I) To determine F, Too where N = {Nt' t~O} is pure jump, where g is continuous, non-negative, and where, for A >0
CII) To determine F, Too where x = {X , t~O} t has continuous paths, where g is continuous, non-negative, and where for A> 0:
In both cases we have an added cost factor which removes the integrand from the positive and, in a sense, bounded, type to which our previous theory applied. Since situations like (I), CII) are very natural, we will extend our results to include a broad class of such problems.
(1.17) Definition
We will call a process X which satisfies (1. n n n a n n The idea behind this definition is that although f(t,X t ) + _ 00 as t + 00 is possible, this convergence doesn't take.place too rapidly.
Theorem (1.3), Let X be extended standard and let f decrease moderately with X. Suppose for all finite (t,x):
(C) For all sequences T n of increasing stopping times, we can use Theorem (1,2) as follows: Then r is closed in B,T is a well ",defined hitting time with T s; (J , n n n n n F n is lower semi",continuous on B n , and is th(" least excessive majorant of f for the process X(n) restrictod to B, and
Note that F increases on A , all n~nO' so that F = t F is n '''nO 00 n well",defined and lower semi",continuous on [0,(0) x (_00,00). Now for any finite (t,x) and any stopping time T beginning at (t,x), (C) 
We refer the reader back to the proof of (1.15), noting here only that (1.16a) holds by reducing to F n and then passing to limits, while is well-defined. It will be convenient to use a different notation for stopping times.
Since Too is a hitting time, we can restrict our stopping time considerations exclusively to hitting times, and given any closed r, we will let T be the time it takes to enter r, starting from (t ,x) , and X the increment in distance required.
T
We then re-write
F(t,x) = sup e-+T (x+X )dP = e 00 (x+x )dP
where Too is the time it takes to travel from (t,x) into f oo In most of the analysis which follows we will consider x 1 0, the case x =0 being either simi lar or irrelevant. 
We introduce some definitions and notation which will facilitate the statement and proof of the next theorem.
· . "
... The class of processes X for which (2.9) holds is probably quite large. It includes, for instance, super martingales for which the first half of (2.9) holds, for we have, with 0~a < Theorem (2.3) Let X = {X t , t~O} be a standard process satisfying (2.1) and having independent stationary increments. Assume for x < y that p {-r <oo} > o. The assumption that X has stationary independent increments implies that the right side above is a constant not dependent on x. Let this constant be As in the last theorem, is necessarily finite. Weak Convergence Related to Optimal Stopping Let X = {X t , t~O} be brownian motion with non-negative drift. We assume P{Xo=O} = 1. Let c:[O,oo)~(0,00) be strictly decreasing, continuous. We want to determine roo' Too where (3.1)
BIOMATffEMATICS TRAINING PROGRAM
We will be able to use the characterization of Theorem (1.3) for roo pro- Proof: (t,x) € f if and only if 00 (3.5) c(t)x~sup f C(t+T) (x+xT)dP(t,x) = F(t,x) T>O Given any x < y, with T the time to trave1 from x to y, we have PX{T<OO} = 1, therefore F(t,x) > 0. hence (t,x) € foo implies x>O, and we can re~write (3.5) as (3.6) (t,x)€f oo <=> x~sup T>O
Now we know that T can be restricted to hitting times of closed sets, f, and that the fact that X has stationary independent increments gives T, the hitting time of f, starting from (t,x), the same stochastic structure is T', the hitting time of r~(t,x), starting from (0,0).
This allows us to re-write (3.6) as so that G(t) is non-decreasing in t. It is also clear that G(O) > 0.
Next, if O<x<G(t), the reasoning which led from (3.5) to (3.7) allows the following definition of G:
We see then that
The constant K r is determine by • (II) The last theorem, although restricted to Brownian motion with nonnegative drift, can be extended, with minor changes in hypotheses and conelusions, to a large class of processes with stationary independent increments. Again, we will not develop these generalizations here .
Weak Convergence
For each n, let X = {X (t), t = m<p(n), m=0,1,2, ... } be a discrete n n time Markov process whose time parameter lines on the lattice {m<P(n)} where <p(n+l) divides <p(n), and <Pen)~0 as n~00, for instance, we might have <p(n) = 2-n . We assume X n is governed by a transition Pn' i.e., (3.13) p{X (t+<p(n)) E dylX (t) = x} = p (x,dy) . n n n Let f: [0,(0) x R~[0,(0) be continuous. We define (3.14 ) J (n)
where it is to be understood that T runs through stopping times on the lattice {m<p(n)} and where pen) (t,x) is the probability on the process X n under initial state (t,x). In order that extended times T be available we'll assume always that (3.15) pen) {f(ooX(oo))=O}=l all (t,x), all n.
(t, x)
, n '
For each n, polation:
extend the process X to c[O,oo) by the standard inter-
We will continue to use X as notation for the n interpolated process and we'll also use p~~~x) for X n conditioned on Xn(t) = x. Where no ambiguity arises we'll write p(t,x) for p(t,x)' This is a rather weak assumption, true, for instance, when X oo is brownian motion and G has less than infinite slope everywhere -a proof is easily established by the local law of the iterated logarithm.
Let's now define Tn as the approximate hitting time of roo for the discrete time process X . 
Our main result is that in (3.14). n n n 00 00 00
Here we use (3.18) on {Soo =co}. Now (3.26) demands that gives F oo~F n so that, using (3.33) lim F (t,x)~Foo(t,x) .
--n n A Related Result for 0[0,00)
Let {X} be a discrete time sequence of integer-valued processes n where X has time lattice {m¢(n)}, and where X has transitions governed n n by P where, for all integer x,y: n P{X ((m+l)¢(n)) = ylX (m¢(n)) =x} = Pn(x,y) n n Let the continuous time version of X be defined by n Each X is a pure-jump process with jumps occurring only at time values n m¢(n). Let X oo be a pure-jump continuous time process which lives on the integers, hence is a random element in 0[0,00), and assume that X oo is non-explosive, i.e., X oo has at most finitely many jumps in finite time. f(t,x) is increasing in x, decreasing in t, continuous in t. . . ) . n-+oo n n n ,x
